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Abstract
This study investigates how clients’ emotions are invoked and reflected in client–worker interactions and themeanings they
have regarding leaving home.We concentrate on floating support work, which aims to support people suffering frommen‐
tal health and substance abuse‐related issues to improve their living in the community. Our theoretical framework is based
on the geography of emotions, and we draw on both the interactional and relational approaches thereto. The research
material is gathered from Finland and England. We draw on mobile ethnographic and discursive approaches, and our data
consists of transcriptions and field notes gathered during floating support visits (N = 19) that took place either at or outside
of a client’s home. Our findings demonstrate how the connections between places and emotions, the emotions connected
to leaving one’s home, the emotions reflected while being out in the community, and the reflections of emotions after
being out in the community are constructed and reflected in client–worker interactions. The study highlights that these
emotions are a necessary and demanding part of promoting clients’ social inclusion in the context of floating support work.
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1. Introduction

Recent decades have seen a transition in long‐termmen‐
tal health and psychiatric services, which now generally
take place at community‐based rather than institution‐
based facilities (DeHeer‐Wunderink et al., 2012, p. 1102).
In the literature, this development has been concep‐
tualised as ‘deinstitutionalisation’ (Fakhoury & Priebe,
2007). Another term, ‘home turn,’ outlines how insti‐
tutional services targeting people living at the margins
of welfare have been replaced by offering support and
services in their homes and communities (Hall et al.,
2021). These developments have led to the increased
prevalence of working practices that focus on floating
or mobile support (e.g., Juhila, Holmberg, et al., 2020;
Ranta & Juhila, 2020). As a whole, community‐based ser‐

vices and ‘home turn’ are generally seen as responses
to critiques targeted at large mental health and residen‐
tial institutions, as well as office‐based services (e.g., Hall
et al., 2021).

The goals of deinstitutionalisation and home turn
policies and practices are to advance the active citizen‐
ship of people living at themargins of society, strengthen
their self‐determination and autonomy, and emphasise
their right to equal housing (Miettinen & Teittinen, 2014;
Tideman & Tossebro, 2002). Another important goal is
to enhance their social inclusion (De Heer‐Wunderink
et al., 2012, p. 1102) and social connectedness, which
are said to be key strategies for improving the lives of
people with mental health problems (Hare‐Duke, 2017).
Still, community‐based services have been criticised for
further marginalising people who are already isolated
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by bringing services into their homes (e.g., Kröger &
Leinonen, 2012; Tucker, 2010, p. 446). This becomes
especially evident in cases where individuals don’t want
to leave their homes or participate in social, societal, and
communal activities. Furthermore, Richardson (2019,
pp. 36−42) states that the home environment can trap
and isolate people. She argues that the home can be an
emotionally and physically dangerous place if evaluated
in terms of phenomena such as violence, abuse, or gen‐
der inequality. Conflicts in the home can threaten one’s
emotional, social, and physical health, but fears of these
threats can also emerge when thinking about leaving
home. Home is a place that provides security and com‐
fort, and thus it is difficult to leave. However, spending a
lot of time at home and being able to organise and man‐
age one’s home space has also been shown to promote a
sense of inclusion and feelings of control and social nor‐
malcy, as some places outside the home can cause fear,
pressure, and anxiety (Tucker, 2010, pp. 444–447).

According to Wong et al. (2014, p. 685), studies con‐
cerning the community and social integration of peo‐
ple, “in recovery from mental illness,” have not focused
enough on the social and relational dimensions of inte‐
gration, including the ways that people acquire and
re‐establish membership in their various communities.
It has been argued that mental health practitioners
need to explore the emotional/cognitive, moral, and
social competencies of people recovering from mental
illness in order to best help them achieve community
inclusion: Emotional competence is needed to develop
reciprocal community relationships (Wong et al., 2014,
pp. 690, 693).

This article focuses on situationswhere leaving home
is somehow difficult due to mental and/or physical
restrictions, loneliness, or a lack of social skills or knowl‐
edge of how to act in certain situations. These rea‐
sons are often connected to emotions; feelings of inse‐
curity, fear, or anxiety, for example, can cause volun‐
tary isolation.

Our goal is to demonstrate how clients’ emotions are
connected to leaving home and community engagement,
and how these emotions are reflected in the interaction
between clients and workers. We focus on client–worker
interactions that support people in operating outside
their homes and participating in activities in their com‐
munities. We define this kind of floating support work
as going out into the community. Floating support work
takes place “in people’s own homes to support their
living in the community, prevent evictions, and, thus,
reduce the risk of homelessness” (Juhila, Holmberg, et al.,
2020, p. 1). These services are diverse and can include
everything from practical help and guidance on everyday
issues to more therapeutic conversations to walks in a
nearby community (Juhila, Hansen Löfstrand, & Raitakari,
2020). In this article, we ask two specific questions:

1. How are clients’ emotions invoked and reflected in
client–worker interactions?

2. What kinds of meanings do these emotions have
in relation to leaving home?

2. Everyday Mishmash of Emotions

Every action we take in daily life is connected to emo‐
tions. The peoplewe interactwith, the goodsweuse, and
the environments and spaceswe operate in evoke awide
range of emotions in us. Depending on the individual, the
ability to manage such emotions varies and can some‐
times lead to conditions that impair one’s quality of life.
The spatially‐engaged approach to the study of emotions
is well known, especially in the field of human geography
(e.g., Davidson et al., 2007; Fahnøe, 2018; Ranta & Juhila,
2020). According to Bondi et al. (2007, p. 3), emotional
experiences and attachments are always located and felt
in places and produced in relationships between people
and environments. If these feelings are negative, they
can lead to avoidance of certain places. Fahnøe (2018)
shows how homeless peoples’ negative emotional expe‐
riences are triggered by certain places, such as homeless
hostels or day centres, with certain personal and political
dimensions that constitute socio‐spatial exclusion from
places and services, demonstrating how important it is
to examine the clients’ emotional reactions connected
to leaving home and operating in the community.

Emotional contradictions in floating support work
happen for workers as well their clients (e.g., Ferguson,
2010; Muzicant & Peled, 2018). O’Connor (2020, p. 646),
who studied social workers’ understandings of emotions
in practice, argues that “emotions are inherent in the
relational, organizational, and socio‐political context of
this practice, which involves practitioners working with
other people’s and their own emotions.” She continues:
“Emotions are frequently constructed as central to prac‐
tice, yet at the same time are seen as potentially harm‐
ful phenomena which require containment and control”
(O’Connor, 2020, p. 646).

Emotions are a major factor in social (care) work, as
client‐professional encounters often contain challenging
topics that can generate powerful feelings in both par‐
ties (e.g., Koprowska & van Nijnatten, 2019). Processing
sensitive feelings for both clients and workers goes hand
in handwith everyday ethics in professional work (Banks,
2016). Banks (2016) uses the term ‘emotionwork’ as one
ethical dimension of professional life when working with
vulnerable people. In her description, emotion work con‐
tains various aspects, such as “being caring, compassion‐
ate, and empathic; managing emotions; building trust;
responding to emotions of others” (Banks, 2016, p. 37).
In this article we approach the emotion work by means
of howworkers reflect the client’s emotions and respond
to them.

The concept of emotion work was originally devel‐
oped by Hochschild (1979, p. 561), who used it in connec‐
tion with work environments. Working with emotions
means ‘managing’ them; this is not always successful.
In our study, this canmean that a clientwho feels anxious
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when leaving their home, for example, is helped to iden‐
tify and process those feelings as they are constructed in
certain situations and environments. Hochschild (1979,
p. 561) divides emotion work into two types, “evoca‐
tion, in which the cognitive focus is on a desired feeling
which is initially absent, and suppression, in which the
cognitive focus is on an undesired feeling which is ini‐
tially present.” When applied to floating support work,
this division becomes visible when a client suffering from
anxiety either manages to operate outside of the home
without the challenging emotion or recognises and labels
anxiety as an unsuitable emotion in certain situations or
environments. Our demonstration works with the frame‐
work proposed by Banks (2016, p. 41), inwhich she refers
to emotion work as an effort people make to both feel
certain emotions (e.g., comfort, calm, joy) and to handle
emotions (anxiety, fear, or insecurity). In our study, emo‐
tion work is seen as a key part of professional social care
and floating support work.

3. The Interactional and Relational Approach
to Emotions

What does it mean to feel anxious, calm, or joy? Are emo‐
tions reflections of our inner experiences,memories, and
bodily feelings, or are they just biological or neurologi‐
cal processes that can be measured or cured medically?
We draw on an interactional and relational approach
to identifying emotions (e.g., Gergen, 2009; Hochschild,
1979). Gergen (2009, p. 99) states that “confusion in iden‐
tifying emotions again suggests that the emotions are
not simply there in the head or body to be discovered.
Rather, what we call emotion is created in co‐action.”
Simply put, people construct their emotions in relation
to certain historical, social, and cultural practices.

Emotions are constructed through psycho‐social,
bodily, and material relationships and boundaries that
are continually present in our daily lives and affect our
actions. We are “being moved” by other factors, by
other people, art, or beautiful landscapes (Bondi et al.,
2007, p. 7). This continuous movement does not only
construct pleasant emotions; it also refers to feelings
that can threaten our well‐being. Emotions “are forms
of action that acquire their intelligibility within relation‐
ships and… gain their value from their social use. It is not
that we ‘feel emotions’ somuch as we do them” (Gergen,
2009, p. 102).

In our study, emotions are ‘done’ through verbal,
bodily, material, and situational interactions between
people (e.g., Gergen, 2009, pp. 102–111). For example,
when a floating support worker asked a client who has
difficulty shopping on his own how it felt when theywent
to the store together, the client answered: “It was a bit
easier.” Ease is ‘done,’ or constructed, in relation to four
contexts: in relation to conversation, namely the worker
and client describing their feelings on the situation, in
relation to floating support and emotion work, when the
worker helps the client tomanage uncertainty, in relation

to the place and action that caused the unwanted emo‐
tion, and in relation to a culture in which an adult person
is assumed to shop independently.

4. Methods

This study draws on the mobile ethnography (e.g.,
Ferguson, 2016; Novoa, 2015) and discursive approaches
(e.g., Hall et al., 2014; Koprowska & van Nijnatten, 2019).
Mobile ethnography emphasises both researcher mobil‐
ity and mobility in relation to theoretical and analytical
perspectives (Novoa, 2015, p. 98); it enables researchers
to capture everyday moments in the material world and
use their senses during data collection (Ferguson, 2016;
Novoa, 2015). This method was utilised to observe how
workers and clients interact during floating support visits.
Researchers kept diaries of these encounters and audio
recorded conversations when appropriate. The discur‐
sive approach was utilised to micro‐analyse the written
and spoken data by focusing on what was said and how
it was said regarding emotions, mobility, and leaving the
home (Koprowska & van Nijnatten, 2019, p. 346).

4.1. Data and Ethics

Our data consists of transcriptions and field notes
gathered during floating support visits that took place
either at or outside a client’s home (e.g., walks, shop‐
ping, bus rides, and visits to the cafeteria). The data
was gathered in Finland and England during two sep‐
arate research projects (the Geohome, “Geographies
of Home‐based Service Interactions at the Margins
of Welfare in Finland and Sweden 2017–2022,” and
“Responsibilisation of Service Users and Professionals
in Mental Health Practices 2011–2016”), both focusing
on service encounters at the margins of welfare. Both
research projects were approved by the Regional Ethics
Committees and all participants gave their informed con‐
sent before participating in the study.

The study participants were all adults living indepen‐
dently in their own apartments, either around city areas
or close to larger housing units, who have problems
related to mental health and/or substance abuse. They
needed different levels of support to manage indepen‐
dent living and daily activities. The support visitsmade by
the floating support workers consisted of several kinds
of practices, from cleaning or making food to supportive
discussions. The educational background of the workers
varied from practical and psychiatric nurses to social care
students and workers.

The data from Finland was gathered from three float‐
ing support services located in three different cities dur‐
ing 2017–2018 while the English data was gathered from
two floating support services located in two different
cities during 2011–2013. This study focuses on float‐
ing support visits that prioritise on clients’ mobility and
going out into the community. In the first phase of anal‐
ysis, we coded two data sets from England and Finland
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and looked specifically for home‐visit interactions where
clients’ mobility and need of going out into the commu‐
nity was in focus. After the coding we found 10 support
visits from the Finnish data set and nine from the English
data set of relevance. These 19 support visits constitute
the data analysed in this article. The Finnish data consists
of seven support visits with audio recordings (a total of
three hours and 39 minutes) and field notes (a total of
10 pages), and three support visits with only field notes
(a total of six pages). The English data consists of nine
support visits with audio recordings (a total of five hours
and 13 minutes) and field notes (a total of 10 pages).
Altogether, there were 13 separate clients (one support
visit had five clients at the same time) and seven sep‐
arate workers from Finland and eight separate clients
from England. The number of individual workers in the
English data was hard to estimate.

4.2. Analysis

The analysis was divided into three phases (see Table 1).
First, we sorted through the entire data corpus and
focused on those parts where workers and clients were
either on the move or talking about the movement or
mobility. At this point, we were considering the reasons
why they were going out to the community, which led
us to notice how these visits had different functions
regardingmovement andmobility.We then analysed the
deeper meanings connected to these functions and how
the thoughts of leaving one’s home or actually being on
the move evoked a wide range of emotions, which were
then addressed in several ways in client–worker interac‐
tions. We then focused on those parts of the data where
emotions were talked into being and how these emo‐
tions were related to mobility and leaving one’s home to
visit certain environments. Finally, we identified four sep‐
arateways that the emotions were invoked and reflected
and defined themas the connections between places and
emotions, the emotions connected to leaving one’s home,
the emotions reflected while being out in the community,
and the reflections of emotions after being out in the com‐
munity. The detailed process of analysis and key contents
and interpretations are presented in Table 1.

The next section demonstrates the findings of
our analysis through four data excerpts describing
how clients’ emotions are invoked and reflected in
client–worker interactions and the meanings these emo‐
tions have in relation to leaving home.

5. Findings

5.1. Connections Between Places and Emotions

In the following excerpt, a middle‐aged woman living
alone in an apartment near a supported housing unit
talks with a researcher and a support worker after walk‐
ing in her neighbourhood during a floating support visit.
Even though the client lives on her own, she still has

access to the supported housing unit and its activities.
Her regular support visits usually focus on outdoor activ‐
ities. The walk is about to end, and the participants
are discussing the client’s previous and current housing;
diverse emotions connected to the clients’ earlier resi‐
dence and current home are revealed:

Researcher: Have you longed to come back here [to
the supported housing unit], or is there a big differ‐
ence now that you live close, but alone?

Client: I can’t say I longed to coming back. There was
this kind of feeling when living here… a very safe feel‐
ing when living in this house [located in the housing
unit]. But I get that safe feeling in my own home as
well. I’m there behind the locks, alone, so I’m safe.

Worker: If you lived farther away would you feel the
same way?

Client: Hard to say, yeah. Imight….I think there’s some
kind of a bond betweenmy life [and the housing unit],
as it [housing unit] is so close [to my apartment].

Worker: Yeah, and you are involved in activities there
anyway.

Client: Yes.

Worker: This is probably the ideal solution for you.

Researcher: Did it wanting to move away from here
come from you, or did it come more from…?

Client: Yes, the care workers recommended it for me
as I’m in such good condition and I’ll survive, yeah.
At first, I did not want to leave this house by any
means; I was so attached. But when I left, I was so
happy I had gotten my own apartment.

Worker: Yeah, and your own sauna. You went to
the sauna very often. And it’s lovely that you have
a balcony.

The link between place and emotion is constructedwhen
the researcher asks the client, referring to a housing unit,
“have you longed to come back here?” The client begins
to compare the two forms of housing in relation to safety
and recalls that she felt safe while living in the housing
unit. However, the client connects the same emotion to
her current living situation by saying: “But I get that safe
feeling inmy own home aswell.” The emotion of safety is
constructed in relation to home, a place culturally associ‐
ated with security and privacy. In addition, the emotion
strengthens as the client elaborates: “I’m there behind
the locks, alone, so I’m safe.” This seems to imply that
the area outside the home is threatening, and that being
alone means that no one can hurt her. This conversation
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Table 1. Phases, contents, and interpretations of the analysis.

Analysis phase Content Interpretation

1: Concentrating on the parts
where participants were either
on the move or talking about the
movement or mobility

The mobility involved:

• regular shopping and other trips
that were included in floating
support services

• helping clients who had (bodily)
disabilities

• supporting clients who didn’t have
many social relationships or
suffered from fear of social
encounters

• teaching clients, e.g., going to the
grocery store to buy food

Mobility had functions related to:

• floating support as a service
• clients’ bodily restrictions
• means to prevent loneliness

or isolation
• sites of learning and managing in

daily life

2: Analysing deeper meanings
connected to functions
of mobility

Mobility in relation to client–worker
interaction:

• was used as a tool to discuss
diverse topics

• created abilities for clients to learn
daily chores

• made insecure situations where
clients needed support visible

• enabled thoughts and discussions
of how something felt

Mobility had certain meanings in
client–worker interaction:

• created and promoted
conversations

• supported psycho‐pedagogical
actions

• allowed for emotional support
• enabled increased understanding

of the emotions and senses of
the clients

3: Focusing on the emotions and
their relationship to mobility and
leaving home

Emotions are talked into being in
relation to:

• cultural perceptions and norms
related to home and independent
living

• bodily aspects of leaving the home
• temporality: past, present, future
• direct, emotion related questions

and positive feedback

Emotions are invoked and reflected in
client–worker interactions through:

• connections between places and
emotions

• emotions connected to leaving
one’s home

• emotions reflected while being
out in the community

• reflections of emotions after being
out in the community

provides a strong example ofwhy leaving one’s home can
be difficult.

The link between place and emotion has another
meaning as well. After the worker’s question regarding
whether the client would have the same emotion of
safety if she lived further away from the housing unit, the
client refers to a bond between her life and the housing
unit. The emotion of safety is constructed in relation to
the short physical distance between the two places and
the activities at the housing unit. The client describes this
connection as a ‘bond,’ a term often used to depict close
relationships between people. The researcher asks how
the client ended up moving away from the housing unit,
and it turns out that previous floating support workers
encouraged her to do so, as she was in such good condi‐
tion and could live on her own. Essentially, the workers
used positive feedback as a tool to support the client in

the managing of her emotions of insecurity and fears of
moving out of the housing unit. The client describes how
she had originally resisted the move: “At first, I did not
want leave this house by any means; I was so attached.
But when I left, I was so happy I had gotten my own
apartment.” The account reveals both a strong sense
of place and an emotional contradiction; there is both
a strong attachment to an old apartment and eventual
happiness after leaving it. The worker resolves the con‐
tradiction and strengthens the client’s emotions of hap‐
piness by referring to certain spaces (balcony) and activi‐
ties (going to a sauna), which she uses to help construct
an attachment to the client’s current apartment and
confirm her decision. Overall, this conversation shows
the direct, emotion‐related impact that the workers can
have on clients’ emotions and how they relate to place
and time.
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5.2. The Emotions Connected with Leaving One’s Home

The next excerpt pertains to a man in his 40s who suf‐
fers from agoraphobia and serious difficulties leaving his
home; he has not really left his house in about 10 years.
He usually feels comfortable and enjoys being in his back‐
yard but has not gone very far into his front yard. If he
goes too far, his legs start to shake and he starts to feel
uncomfortable. He has friends who help him with every‐
day tasks such as shopping and taking the garbage out.
The floating support workers have been asked to help
the client gradually leave his property. In this excerpt, the
worker and the client are discussing the time the client
has spent in his home and how he should proceed in
terms of leaving it:

Worker: Yeah, but I think what you need to think
about is where do youwant to be in 12months’ time?

Client: Well, it’s like what I’ve just been saying in the
kitchen, and I know, don’t get me wrong, I know I am
one of these people where sometimes I’ll say a lot of
things and you know.

Worker: Put things off a bit.

Client: I put things off, but I do need to motivate
myself and start doing these things. And I think one
thing that will help me more with outside, it’s not
because of people looking at me…[unclear] but when
I’m out there, I think if I’ve got like a bit of weight
knocked off me it will improve my breathing.

Worker: For your mobility as well.

Client: Yeah, and I won’t find that when I’m out I’m
saying oh I need to go back in because blah, blah, blah.
I feel as though I’d be able to stay out more.

Worker: But there’s got to come a point when you’ve
got to say to yourself, right, this is when it’s going
to change.

Client: Yeah, I know.

Worker: Imean, if you’re serious enough about it, and
I think you are.

Client: Yeah, well the thing is I am, and I don’t want
to stay like this.

Worker: It’s been how long now, 10 years?

Client: Yeah, because I was thinking about this the
other day.

Worker: It’s a long time [name].

Client: Because I thought, well you’re 41 now, you’re
going to be 42 in September, you can’t keep wasting
the years.

Worker: See those 10 years, you’ll never get those
back.

Client: Exactly, so it’s something that I need to do, but
I think first things first, what I’m going to do, what I’m
going to get sorted, and I am going to get it sorted as
well, I’m going to sort my house out, get it tidied, and
I am going to get it tidied.

Worker: Well, I mean it’s all part of, like, a new begin‐
ning, if you like.

Client: Yeah, get my house sorted out, but also I’m
going to start going on the [indoor] bike, I’m going to
start going on the bike again andwork at going on the
bike, because after a week of me going on the bike
I do feel better. But I’m going to stick with it, and I am
going to do it, and I’ll let you know how I get on. I will
tell you, I won’t lie to you.

Worker: No.

Client: I’ll tell you the truth, but I think if I just go
on the bike a little bit and just feel that bit better in
myself, I reckon I’ll be more up for.

Worker: Yeah, you’ve got to look at the positive side,
just what benefits you’ll gain from it.

Client: So yeah, I am going to do it, and I mean that
as well, I’m not saying it and then like oh I can’t do it.
My back does hurt me still, I do have problems with
it, but it’s not like it was when I had problems getting
out of bed.

Worker: Like you say, if you lost a bit of weight that
[would] probably [help].

Client: Well, that’s why I want to go on the bike.

Worker: Yeah.

This discussion begins with the worker’s rather direct
address: “What you need to think about is where do
you want to be in 12 months’ time.” The term ‘need’
constructs an emotion of seriousness in relation to the
client’s situation and his time spent inside the house.
The client attributes his actions to being the kind of per‐
son who “put things off a bit,” as the worker concludes.
The client affirms this and agrees: “I do need to motivate
myself and start doing these things.” The client’s refer‐
ence to motivation and the need to do something con‐
structs a vague reluctance or stagnation in relation to leav‐
ing his home, but also reflects how he feels the necessity
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to do something about it. However, the client has an idea
of how to increase his motivation. He explains that the
reluctance to leaving his house is not connected to the
people outside, but rather to the emotions constructed
in relation to bodily aspects, such as weight and breath‐
ing. The worker confirms the client’s pondering on the
benefits of weight loss and adds that it would also help
his mobility, referring to both bodily mobility and move‐
mentwithin the community. The client agrees: “Yeah, and
I won’t find that when I’m out I’m saying oh I need to go
back in because blah, blah, blah. I feel as though I’d be
able to stay outmore.” He constructs an emotion of inabil‐
ity in relation to being outside the home environment,
which would be improved if he lost some weight.

The worker transfers the responsibility of change to
the client by saying that “there’s got to come a point
when you’ve got to say to yourself, ‘right, this is when
it’s going to change.’ ” This expression constructs emo‐
tions of decisiveness and self‐reliance, as if leaving home
is a choice that needs to be made. The worker continues:
“I mean, if you’re serious enough about it, and I think you
are.” The client confirms: “Yeah, well, the thing is I am,
and I don’t want to stay like this.” The discussion contin‐
ues by focusing on the past 10 years, which the client has
spent in his home. This reflects the earlier construction
regarding the emotion of leaving home as a choice based
on whether the client is sufficiently serious about want‐
ing the change in his life; this illustrates the complexity
of the situation. The client does not want to stay like this,
but who or what prevents him frommaking the choice to
leave home? The worker goes on to state that the client
can’t keep wasting the years; these strong impressions
reflect the strong emotions connected to misplaced life
and the necessity to fix the situation.

The client agrees and offers new ideas for improving
his motivation to leave home. The client’s accounts of
the emotions of credibility and commitment to leaving
the house are constructed in relation to concrete actions,
such as tidying the house, indoor biking, and promises of
commitment. The client shows that he is seriously trying
with this talk of planning, but these acts would also be a
very demanding lifestyle change compared the duration
of his situation. Still, the worker constructs an emotion
of hope by saying: “Yeah, you’ve got to look at the posi‐
tive side, just what benefits you’ll gain from it.” The client
responds by confirming that hewill do it, despite his back
problems. Overall, this excerpt demonstrates the client’s
fear of open places and illustrates the equivocal emo‐
tions tied to temporal, bodily aspects as well as the cul‐
tural norms related to leaving one’s home and the diffi‐
culty in disentangling them.

5.3. The Emotions Reflected While Being Out in the
Community

In the next excerpt, a worker and amale client are talking
while walking down the street. Significant background
noise complicated the transcription of the conversation.

The client has had difficulties leaving his house since his
wife passed away three years ago. In a separate inter‐
view, the client told the researcher that he had no con‐
tact with other people andwas in his ‘comfort zone’ after
his wife died. Additionally, his previously diagnosed anx‐
iety only got worse after his wife’s death. Within the last
year, he has been able to go out with the help of the
floating support team. Thus, the aim of the service in this
case was to get the client out of his home. The client told
the researcher that he needed a distraction to avoid anx‐
iety attacks:

Client: Yeah, so I mean that’s, how weird it is now
because I was, I mean I told you there [unclear] it’s
because you’re anxious because you haven’t done it.
I was a bitwary thinking, oh no, you’re not going there
today, but you don’t exactly have to do it because oth‐
erwise you’d never conquer.

Worker: Well, that’s it yes, of course.

Client: You get anxious but, well without, when you
said like go to the bank, it was like oh yeah. But come
Monday yeah, because I know exactly you need to do
it, so yeah.

Worker: It’s been good so far, because I think we’ve,
I mean, today, I didn’t expect us to progress any fur‐
ther than we have been, but previous to this we’ve
always gone further.

Client: It’s funny as well, because when I used to have
that fear, my hands sweating and things like that, you
know the first one we ever did, the cafe.

Worker: Yes, on the corner.

Client: Yeah…[unclear] I don’t even think I could eas‐
ily walk and it doesn’t register anymore.

Worker: There was a time when…

Client: I couldn’t imagine that as well like…[unclear
word] that long road.

Worker: Oh, it’s amazing.

Client: I’ve cycled it…

Worker: Are you still using public transport?

Client: Taxi….I had no problemwhatsoever, I’ve never
been on a bus…[unclear] so yes I do, I mean…

Worker: Well, one thing at a time.

The client first considers that even the thought of
going into the community can construct an emotion of
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wariness or anxiety, but that these emotions can be
resisted by being aware of the fact that the only way to
conquer them is to go. Theworker provides positive feed‐
back by saying: “It’s been good so far because I think
we’ve, I mean today, I didn’t expect us to progress any
further than we have been.” This expression provides
a concrete example of how mobility and being in the
community can be used as a tool to track the client’s
progress. The emotion of joy related to client’s progress
is constructed in relation to the positive feedback and the
milieu where the client and the worker are walking.

The worker inspires the client to remember the phys‐
ical reactions he had when the floating support visits
began: “I used to have that fear, my hands sweating and
things like that, you know the first one we ever did, the
cafe.” These emotions of fear are constructed in relation
to a certain cafe on the corner, as the worker confirms.
Recalling their earlier visits in the community concretises
the client’s proceeding, as he states, “Yeah…[unclear]
I don’t even think I could easily walk, and it doesn’t regis‐
ter anymore.” Fear transformed into ease, which is amaz‐
ing, as the worker describes. However, despite the good
progress, there seem to be new challenges to overcome.
The discussion transfers from walking to riding the bus
when the worker asks about public transport. The client
says that he did not have problems using taxis but that he
had “never been on a bus.” Based on their conversation,
it could be assumed that future bus rides could cause
the same kind of emotions as that first walk to the cafe.
The client seems cautious, but willing to try a bus ride
when he says: “I do, I mean.” The worker supports the
clients’ thoughts and constructs the emotion of calmness
in relation to gradual progress by saying: “Well, one thing
at a time.” Overall, this excerpt illustrates how being out
in the community invokes variety of inconsistent emo‐
tions and bodily reactions that change over time and
based on the clients’ condition.

5.4. Reflections of Emotions after Being Out in
the Community

In the next excerpt, the client in his early 30s, worker, and
a researcher went to a grocery store together. Shopping
is difficult for the client because he has a hard time mak‐
ing choices and deciding what to buy; he also suffers
from depression and anxiety. One aim of the floating sup‐
port visits is to help him cope independently with daily
chores. In the excerpt, the worker and client are reflect‐
ing on the shopping trip after returning from the store:

Worker: How do you feel after we were with you at
the grocery store? Was it different than when you go
there alone?

Client: Yes, there was a small difference.

Worker: How did it differ?

Client: I don’t know, I talked to people more. Usually
I don’t say anything.

Worker: But did it feel that… was it harder to be in
the store or did it make it easier? Did it have any influ‐
ence on that?

Client: It was somehow easier or… although you
didn’t suggest anything or the like…

Worker: What do you think, what made it easier?

Client: Hmmmm…

Worker:Was it easier tomake decisions, although we
didn’t suggest anything? Or was it just easier to be in
the store? What do you think?

Client: Well, maybe that, if it was hard to decide or
I didn’t know how to decide, there was someone to
ask instead of pondering it by myself for an eternity.

Worker: Yeah, yeah. So that you weren’t required to
ask but knew that you could if you needed to. Okay.
If you go shopping, just to get something, whatever,
like food, do you have that same feeling, that it would
be nice if there was someone you could ask?

Client: I don’t know about the grocery store, maybe,
but I don’t go to other kinds of stores so often. It sort
of depends.

Worker: But, for example, wewent to H&Monce, and
you had been there by yourself but hadn’t found any‐
thing, and then once we went together you bought
that shirt. Did it feel easier? Well, I guided you to ask
a salesperson, and then you asked, and the shirt was
found. Was it easier when I was with you?

Client: Yes, at least in the clothing store.

Worker: So is it that, that you feel insecure, this is just
an idea, tell me if I’m off track. But do you feel inse‐
cure because you don’t know what you are making
decisions about?

Client: Yes, fairly. It’s hard to make decisions.
Especially with clothes….I’ve sometimes bought
things that didn’t fit.

Worker: Do you have that same insecurity in the gro‐
cery store? Do you think that you are going to make
a mistake when buying something?

Client: In the grocery store, it’smore that I don’t fancy
anything specific and the selection is large. So that’s
[laughs] great.
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Worker: You have talked about earlier, that going to
the store is difficult for you. Especially going to the
grocery store. You have said that you have to go to
the grocery store quite often because you can’t plan
what to buy for the next several days. So, [you buy]
what you fancy at that moment. But what do you
think, would you like us to go to the store together
more? Say if it’s something you wouldn’t like; it is just
an idea.

Client: I don’t know, why not? But it is not necessary.

The worker inspires the client to talk about his emotions
related to shopping when she asks: “How do you feel
after we were with you at the grocery store? Was it dif‐
ferent than when you go there alone?” The client admits
that there was a small difference, but he seems to have
trouble specifying. However, he notices that he spoke to
people more. The worker continues to discuss his emo‐
tions, asking: “But did it feel that… was it harder to be
in the store or did it make it easier? Did it have any influ‐
ence on that?” Difficulty and ease are constructed in rela‐
tion to the store and the presence of the worker and
the researcher. Specifying emotions connected to shop‐
ping still seems difficult for the client, but he believes
that being in the store was easier. The worker continues
with more specific questions concerning the emotion of
ease, which can be interpreted as both trying to help the
client recognise certain emotions and trying to help them
determine the factors that could help him engage in the
community in the future. Finally, the client connects the
ease to the emotionof comfort tomaking decisionswhile
shopping and describes how being in the store would be
easier if “there was someone to ask instead of pondering
it by [himself] for an eternity.” The term ‘eternity’ high‐
lights both the client’s difficulty in making decisions and
the intention of the floating support visits.

The worker reacts to the client’s account and fur‐
ther specifies by asking whether there were any differ‐
ences between shopping in different stores. The client
hesitates and the worker brings up an earlier trip to the
clothing store, recalling how the client did not manage
to buy a shirt alone but succeeded when they went to
the store together. The worker continues to ask about
the clients’ insecurity in decision making and constructs
it in a very sensitive way by asking the client to clarify
whether theworker was off track. By this, theworker can
avoid implying that they know how the client feels and
offer the client the possibility of disagreeing or explain‐
ing. However, the client agrees: “Yes, fairly. It’s hard to
make decisions. Especially with clothes….I’ve sometimes
bought things that didn’t fit.” The fear of making mis‐
takes mixes with emotions of insecurity and to the dif‐
ficulty with making decisions. The worker also offers a
solution by asking whether the client would like the idea
of themgoing to the store togethermore often. The emo‐
tions of respect and free will are constructed in relation
to the client’s subjectivity and autonomy. This excerpt

illustrates the potential difficulty in having these conver‐
sations and the importance of recognising the different
emotions related to places and activities. It also reflects
cultural perceptions and expectations of an independent
adult who can make their own decisions.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

This study demonstrates how various place‐related emo‐
tions are constructed and reflected in client–worker
interactions. We have shown how emotions are
made visible in communicated actions (Koprowska &
van Nijnatten, 2019) and in relation to the socio‐cultural
contexts in which people operate daily (Gergen, 2009).
In this study, the socio‐cultural context is the norma‐
tive presumption that adults should be able to live inde‐
pendently and leave their homes without difficulty. Our
study demonstrates that living according these require‐
ments can be contractionary and that emotions have a
significant meaning for vulnerable people and the pro‐
motion of their social inclusion.

During the client–worker interactions, feelings of
security to fear or despair to hope were situationally
and continually constructed. This confirms how emotion
work (Banks, 2016; Hochschild, 1979) is an inseparable
part of floating support work. The biggest surprise was
that explicit emotional expressions (e.g., “today I feel…”
or “it felt really…”) connected to certain places and envi‐
ronments were rather rare in the discussions. The clients
seemed to have difficulties with spontaneously talking
about their emotions. However, the workers helped the
clients specify and recognise their place‐related feelings
and manage the emotions that prevented them from
leaving their homes. They walked on the streets and
in nearby neighbourhoods with the clients, made plans
about how to proceed step‐by‐step, and went to stores
with them. These practices made it possible for them to
influence the emotions that prevent clients from leaving
their homes andmake their progress more visible. It was
also notable that, in some cases, it was not the place or
environment that brought up the difficult feelings, but
rather the socio‐cultural practicesmaintained there (e.g.,
riding the bus or buying clothes). Authors have shown
how floating support work at the margins of community
care is connected to situationality, boundlessness, and
empathy (Juhila, Hansen Löfstrand, & Raitakari, 2020).
In the core are activities that cover diverse aspects and
needs of everyday life. Our study adds the idea that emo‐
tionwork is a necessary activity and a key part of promot‐
ing clients’ social inclusion.

Our findings reflect Fahnøe’s (2018) position that
strong place‐related emotions, like fears, uncertainty
or physical affections, can be so comprehensive that
staying home and avoiding them can offer a form of
self‐protection. Nevertheless, our data demonstrates
how clients actively work with their contradictory place‐
related emotions and how willing they are to be able to
act in the communities. We argue that learning to leave
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the safety of the home and go out into the community
requires time and commitment from both clients and
floating support workers. We conclude that future pol‐
icy should consider that going out to the community can
require very demanding lifestyle changes frompeople liv‐
ing at themargins of welfare, and to recognise the impor‐
tance of floating support services in the future as well.
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